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Many people seem to think that marketing is a pushover. After all you just have to let people know
you are there and that you sell a certain kind of food and they will come, right? Not only is this far
from the truth, but you often have to analyze and dissect any new restaurant ideas and work out for
yourself why they wont work before you decide to proceed.

If you have a vivid imagination then you should have no problem coming up with new restaurant
ideas, but dont get too carried away before you look at the fundamentals. What is it behind your
idea that you think would be a great draw? Do people have a clear incentive to visit? Dont forget
that visitors may have only a limited amount of time to devote to their social and culinary
expectations. If you get confused or cannot adequately see the big picture, dont be afraid to ask a
friend or business associate for input.

Great marketing concepts and new restaurant ideas will only work if you make sure that everyone in
your organization gets behind it. You will need to engage in adequate training and comprehensive
education to ensure that your staff knows what youre planning. If they are fully behind it you will
have a great chance of success.

Sometimes it is difficult to understand that you need to fully inspire your staff and not just provide a
place for them to work. Most of them will be loyal and productive, but understand that you need to
engage them with your new restaurant ideas from the get go. By spelling out your vision and fielding
a comprehensive question and answer session, you can start off the right way.

When you are engaging your staff in a brainstorming session to come up with some marketing
nuggets to back those new restaurant ideas, why not think about some incentives to really push
them. If you were to set up a prize for anyone who can introduce some significant potential
business, they may well go away and network within their own environments uk prom dresses,
families and friends and come back with some regular traffic.

As your restaurant will likely be open seven days a week and almost every day of the year, maybe
except Christmas Day, you should refer to the calendar for some novel ideas. Do a little bit of
research and you will see that there are a huge variety of public prom dresses , religious and social
holidays scattered throughout the year. As these are often linked to special dishes, menus or
variations you will surely be able to come up with a number of new restaurant ideas surrounding
themed events.

Inspirational new restaurant ideas will help to motivate your client base, your staff and even
yourself. Use the power of the Internet to research information about particular, individual days,
going back through history. By being creative, you can tie in a special event through a hook to a
given day.

Promote loyalty by creating a VIP club and enticing people to come back in the future through
discounts or bonuses. Promotion of this club will give you access to contact details an prom dresses
under 100
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